Logitech 910005600 Pebble
Wireless
Mouse M350 Off White
Make any space minimalist, modern, and silent with
Logitech Pebble – the portable mouse that fits your
curated lifestyle and goes wherever life takes you. The
smooth organic shape fits in your pocket, bag, and feels
great in your hand. With silent clicking and scrolling, you
can get in the flow without disturbing anyone around
you.
Key Features MODERN, SLIM, AND
BEAUTIFUL Logitech Pebble M350 modern design fits
your curated lifestyle, accents your desk setup, and is
slim enough to toss in your bag and bring to the coffee
shop. ORGANIC SHAPE, NATURAL FIT Logitech
Pebble M350 has been designed to be extra slim, while
still fitting naturally in the palm of your hand. The soft
rounded sides are so comfortable, you’ll never want to
let it go. THE RIGHT COLOUR FOR YOU Choose
Logitech Pebble M350 in off-white, graphite, or rose
pink to perfectly match the rest of your accessories.
CLICK AND SCROLL IN SILENCE Work in a cafe,
library, or even a crowded train without disturbing
anyone around you. You’ll get the same click feel you
love, but make about 90% less noise. Even the wide
rubber scroll wheel glides in silence. CONNECT THE
WAY YOU LIKE Connect simply with Bluetooth ® or the
tiny 2.4 GHz USB receiver -stored in the magnetic cover
of the mouse- and never worry about annoying dropoffs or lag up to a 10m range.
WORK WHEREVER
LIFE TAKES YOU Logitech Pebble M350 tracks fast
and accurately whether you use it on a table at your
favorite coffee shop or directly on your bed covers. GO
LONGER BETWEEN BATTERIES 18-month battery life

means you don’t have to worry about losing power.
Logitech Pebble M350 automatically goes into batterysaving sleep mode when you’re taking a break.
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS Windows® | Mac |
Chrome® OS | Linux | Works with Surface™
Receiver Required: Available USB port Windows 10 or
later, Windows 8, Windows 7 macOS 10.10 or later
Chrome OS Linux Kernel 2.6+ Bluetooth Required:
Bluetooth Low Energy technology Windows 10 or later,
Windows 8 macOS 10.10 or later Chrome OS,
Android™ 5.0 or later *All image are for illustrative
purposes only.

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Logitech
910-005600
Wireless Mouse

Dimensions

Weight (kg)
Product Height
(cm)
Product Width
(cm)
Product Depth
(cm)

0.1 kg
0.26cm
0.6cm
1.07cm
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